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ABSTRACT

The separating topology, first suggested by Zerman. is defined for the

space-times of general relativity. It is defined by a basis A number of

properties are derived. The topology induces the ordinary Euclidean

topology on space-like hypersurfaces as well as on timelike curves and

the discrete topology on null-cones. The group of auto-homeomorphisms

is foun.1 to be the group of smooth conformal diffeomorphisms if the space-

trrw is strongly causal.



§1 INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the topology of the underlying point-set of

general relativity It is customary to define space-time as a real four-

dimensional differentiable manifold. The topology is accordingly the mani-

fold topology locally homeomorphic to the Euclidean topology in R . In

contrast to the further requirements of a Lorentz metric, pseudo Ricmannian

connection etc. this topology does not seem to be very adopted to the physi-

cal situation. Its principal physical content is that world-lines of observer?

or particles are described as continuous curves (There are many other

nonphysical continuous curves though.)

As ? » sample of a case where the physical content of the topology is of

im a ice we mention the extension of Taub-NUT space treated in u l ] . It

e> to d « a very mild form of pathological behaviour and there is really no

Ehi j*jil reason to exclude this solution Therefore it does not seem satip-

fu -pry to reject it for not being Hausdorff in the manifold topology

It -3 perhaps not possible to get this solution Hausdorff in any reasonable

twology (but see [2] for a suggestion). Stil! this example shows the ncces-

sif,- of studying the amount of physics carried by the topology

In general a mathemathical reformulation may serve as a starting point for

a revision of a theory (see e.g. L3j) -

In our case one might consider including as much physics as possible at

the primitive level of topology. A revised space-time picture could then be

based on this topology.

To achieve (his end the topology should e g separate between timclike and

Hpiicclikr eventH with respect to a point p. With respect to tin* manifold

topology these events are on equal footing



Another property which has been suggested in the litterature is that the

topology on null-cones which is induced from the space-time topology

should be discrete. This would mirror our lack of topological information

on light rays. We can only observe the discrete events of emission am!

absorbtion.

The argument about discreteness on light rays originates, as does perhaps

the discussion of the role of the world-topology, in an article by Zeeman

14]. Zeeman also showed, that with a certain choice of topology, the fine

topology, on the underlying R point set of Minkowski space-time, the

homeomorphism group is the homothecy group, i.e. the inhomogeneous

Lorentz group plus dilatations This introduces the idea that the homeo-

morphism group of the world-topology should be physically meaningful

Further, Zoeman showed that continuous curves in his topology were poly-

gons of a finite number of timelike segments- This introduces the idea that

all continuous curves should be physically meaningful Zeeman suggested

a number of other topologies lor Minkowski space-time, ami more have

been added. For an extensive list of references and a summary of these

causal topologies see [5j . These topologies are called causal because

they have the above homeomorphism group, and that group has the causal

group as a subgroup of index two The causal group is introduced in e.g.

[6] and is the group of automorphisms of Minkowski space-time which

preserve a partial ordering representing causal relationship.

The generalisation of Zeemans work to general relativity has been carried

out by (.iöbel 1.7]. Zeeman defines the fine topology as the finest topology

which induces the Kuclidean topology on time axes and spaceliko hyperplanes.

whereas Göbel defines the general relativistic counterpart as the finest

topology that induces the topology as submanifolds on timelike geodesies

and spacelike hyper surfaces. Göbel finds that once again the homeomorphism



group is the homotethy group. The Göbel-topology is very complicated

technically, and the continuous curves consists of picewise geodesic? which

are future directed and timelike. One might wish to have a more managable

topology with e.g. a neighbourhood basis and one might wish to have arbi-

trary timelike curves continuous. To this end another topology for general

relativity has been proposed by Hawking King and McCarthy I s ] . They define

the path topology .? (The Minkowski space counterpart has been treated by

Nanda [9]) to be the finest topology which induces the topology as submani-

folds on arbitrary timelike curves They find that sets consisting of the

chronological future and past of a point p relative to the counterpart of a

Euclidean ball, together with p. form a neighbourhood basis tor?. They

also show that the continuous paths consists of segments of timelike curves.

(The direction with respect to time might vary from segment to segment )

Finally they show that the homeomorphism group is the conformal group.

which is more physically meaningful than the homothecy group.

Now the ^-topology makes the induced topology on space-like hyper surfaces

discrete. In several papers it has been argued that this is a dcsireable

property. In [8] Hawking, King and McCarthy write:

"A 3-dimensional section of simultaneity has no meaning in terms of physical-

ly possible experiments."

In [4] Zeeman, considering the Minkowski space counterpart of .P concludes

that this " . . . is suggestive of the discreteness of matter".

Here the following observations may be appropriate.

(1) General relativity is so far used mainly as a macroscopic theory. In

view of this one would like to be able to describe macroscopic entities

regardless of their microscopic constituents. Now, if a ruler ,'<£ is

regarded ne a set in a spacelike hvper surface there is a mapping *



from 3l onto a set X on the world-line y of an observer passing

near & . 1 is given by a bundle of light-rays emitted from .x and

intersecting y in 3- •

Fig- 1

It would seem very natural to regard this kind of mappings as homeo-

morphisms- If the topology on the space-like hypersurface is discrete

this must then also be the case on ..*- . The latter property is not de-

sired.

(2) From the discreteness of matter at atomic level it does not follow that

the three-dimensional space, which constitutes the possible positions

of matter, has to have a discrete topology. In a discrete topology

there is no information about how "near" different points are to

each other. It would therefore be more natural to work with e.g.

the Euclidean topology given by the induced metric on such a hypersur-

face. This seems to be partly contradictory to the original motivations

for introducing a new topology-



(3) As pointed out by Hobel spacelik»? hypersurfaces are endowed with

Kuclidean topology in the treatment of e.g. tht* Cauchy problem.

(l)-(3) is our motivation for concluding.that the topology induced on spaee-
i

like hypersurfaces should not be discrete but should rather be the ordinary

Euclidean

These preliminaries all serve to prepare the introduction of still another

topology. This topology is the separating topology ./ . It vas proposer?, for

Minkowski space-time, by Zeeman [ l ] It has been treated in that setting

by Vroegindeweij [f>]. though his priK»f of its causal properties is ineorrect

In §3 T will be described in detail, but we mention already here that i; !ias

a countable local basis and fulfills almost all requirements indicated above.

§2 PRELIMINARIES

In this paragraph we list some standard definitions and results. Most of

them are found in [8] and for a more extensive treatment of related sub-

jects the reader may consult e.g. j ] , [lO]an<l t P .

Our underlying space will be the four dimensional space-time of general

relativity M. More precisely we assume that M is a connected Hausdorff

paracompact C real four-dimensional manifold without boundary. It has

a C00 Lorentz metric and corresponding pseudo Riemannian connection. It

is also time orientable.

If A. B r: M v e define

1 (A. H) the chronological future of A relative to H as the set of points in R

which ran be reached from A by future directed ('"' limelike curves in W

-1 (A. H) the catmal future of A relative to \\ is the set of points in \\ which

can be reached from A In future directed Ctv nonspacelikc (causal) curves

in I'. t<»nr!lirr w ith An P..



E (A. B) the future horismosis of A relative to B is then

J + (A.B) \ I+(A.B> •

These definitions all have finals where "future" is replaced by "past" and

plus by minus.

If B ^ M we write e.g. 1 (A) for I (A.M)amiif A [p] we write e.g.

I+(p. B) for !'*'({ p}. B).

If V is an open set in M and p^ V. we define

C(p.V)- E^(p.V)U E"(p.V).

Last of the definitions related to the causal structure is:

S(p. B) the spacelike part of B relative to p. This is the set of points in B

which can be reached from p by spacelike geodesies in B- [p1 is included

and S(p. B) is only defined when B c U( Udefined below).

We now define some concepts related to the tangent bundle of M

T is the tangent space of M at p.

exp is the exponential map T » M

IX. is an open convex normal neighbourhood of p. (OCX for short ) It is

defined by U expN where X-- T is an open neighbourhood ol the origin

of T chosen to make U. convex (and of course to ensure that exp is every-

where defined in N).

For an OCN C(p,il) may be identified with the intersection between N and

the light cone at p.

B(p,e) jg the Kuclidean ball in T centered at the origin and with radius

e v. o.

B (p. e) expB(p.e) . where it is understood that B(p.e) c X.

The map y : V ——• M ; V ( R is called a path and its image in M is

called ;i curve

(hir next eon si derations concern the topology of M.

(M.T> is M vieved a*» a topological space with topology 'T • SOMIC special

choices of T v ill be of interest to us;



<Altho manifold topology defined through the requirement that ?. O is

open in JA. where O is an open set in R and

£. : M »R are the coordinate maps.

{U} form a local neighbourhood basis for A

»A the Alexandrov topology on M defined as the coarsest topology in which

I (p) are open for all p t M.

{i (p)fl I~(q) : p . q t M ] form a basis forj^ .

J> the path topology of Hawking. King and McCarthy. It is the finest topology

on 3VI such that the induced topology on every timelike curve coincides with

the topology induced from 7*1.

The sets Lu(p,e) = Bu(p. e) n [l+(p,LL) - I~(p.U> - £p} . form a local neigh-

bourhood basis for J*.

/ the separating topology, to be defined in paragraph 3.

Finally we will also need the following definitions and results

M is chronological if there is no closed future (or past) directed timelike

curve in M

M is causal if there is no closed future (or past) directed nonspacelike

curve in M

M is strongly causal if it is strongly causal at each of its points. That is

there exists a neighbourhood basis i D fp) } ,_ . at p ; y D (p) is

connected Va t A (the index set) and V smooth causal curves y.Y—»M-

In paragraph 4 we use a proof from [8] where we need:

M is strongly causal c: M is.A-HausHorff ° A- *M>.

Lastly

G the conformal group is the group of C diffeomorphisms of M which

preserve the metric tensor up to a (variable) factor.



§3 THK SEPARATING TOPOLOGY /

As mentioned in the introduction the separating topology was suggested as

a topology for Minkowski spaee-time already by /reman He also conjec-

tured that it is a causal topology. It was called "separating" by Vroegindeweij

because it separates timelike and spacelike events (locally)- (The fact that

the usual Euclidean topology docs not do this was one of Zeemans original

reasons for revising the definition of the topology on Mikowski space-time)

Due to the separating property this topology is better adapted to the physica'

situation than the Euclidean topology-

We will not bother to present the separating topology for Mikowski space-

time but proceed directly to the proposed general relativistic analogue. In

paragraph 4 it will be shown that this is a conformal topology in the sense

of [8]. Let U be an open convex normal neighbourhood of a point p £ M.

B (p.e) is the ball centered at p with radius e ~- 0 such that it is included

in IX • We define:

Nu(p.e) = [Bu(p,e)NC(p.in ] I (3:1)

Fig. 2 N'u(p,f:) is B^p.e) minus the light cnnv at p :ind with

p restored.



N (p, e) is defined for all p •- M because every p has an open convex

normal neighbourhood- (These latter neighbourhoods form :i basis for

the manifold topology .At.)

We have:

LEMMA 3:1 (i) M L N (p.e)
pt M U

(ii) If p € Xu, (p'.e' \f) Nu,, (p11^") then

3 Nu(p. s) c xu , (P«. e ' ) n Nu,f (plf. e")

PROOF of lemma 3:1

(i) is trivially satisfied.

(ii) Consider Bu, (p'.e')flBuM (pM,e") This is aA~open set. and

Consider further Bu, (p'.e')n Buii (PM • e" ) \ r C(p ' , U.1) ~ C(pM.U,") ] . This

is still aA-open set (C(»,') being A-closed). If p ^ p* and p i p" then

p e Bu, (p'. e')fl Bu,f (p" . e")^[C(p' .yj) L C(p" .U.H) J • It follows that

3 e>0; Bu(p,e)cBu , (P ' .e ' )nBu M(p".€")\:C(p' . l jL f)^ C(plf.UM) ].

since the set {B (p.e) } form a basis for/t. It is clear that

It remains to consider the case when p p' and/or p p" .

If p p' (say) it follows from the fact that B , (p'.e')flB ,, (pM.e") is

«n.-open that there exists a B (p.e) of p (basis property) contained in

B i(p'.el)fl B ,, (p",eM). We may further chose e such (hat pM f B (p.e).

(Because / is T™ and hence T. ). This means that

Bu(p.e>nNu,, (p".EM) Bu(p.e)OBu , l(p l f .e l l)\C(p".U") which is

/ t " ° P e n a"d w e ma.V therefore (since p € B (p, e) (] B ,, (p" . ?M>>sC(p" . l i")

by h>-pothesisl suppose U ^ Bu,, (p" . €M)^sC(p" . (JL'M It is now clear that
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Lemma 3:1 is precisely the necessary and sufficient condition for the

collection f N (p. e)} to be a basis for a topology on M (see e.g. [12^).

We are now in the position to define the separating topology j to be the

topology on M given by the basis i N (p. e) 1 • It is immediately clear that

this also provides us with a local basis at each point p of M-

From the basis property of the ,P-topology it follows that \r is (strictly)

finer thanJ ; A \? -basis set is not open in J , but a .7 -basis set is open

in $ • Likewise an -/-basis set is not open in X but a j t -bas is set

(an OCN ) is open in f . Therefore if is (strictly) finer than <X. We have

-: / O A (3:2)

From 3:2 it follows that

IM.CP) is a Hausdorff space

as (M.A) has this property.

We may choose e - 1/n , n = N.N+1, . . . for some integer N and thus

obtain a coutable neighbourhood basis fN (p, 1/n} for d~ • I.e:

(M.^) is first countable .

Carrying over an argument from [8] we show that

(M./) is separable.

This is seen from the following. (M.M) was supposed to be paracompact. It

therefore admits a countable covering of OCX's. We may choose the class of

points with rational coordinates in each OCN as a J -dense subset of M.

(M./) is locally ./-path connected.

To prove this let p t M and q. ,q2 fc X (p. e). q. is then a point in I"" (p.U)

or S(p,U,)- This means that they may be reached from p by ./^.-continuous

timelike or spacelike curves inside or outside the light cone C(p.U)-

([1] prop. 4.5.1)

Call these curves y, and %,• for a curve timcliko or spacelike at sf M we

must have Bu(8,e')fly - X (s.e')O 7 for some e' so y. .ire also J* -con-

tinuous. The composite curve y,y? then froms a J -continuous curve in



i l

Nu(p,c) joining q^ to q^. Nu(p,«) is thus J -path connected. Every /-open

set U thus containes a / -path connected open set, and (M,/) is locally

/ -path connected • Z

O&J) is /-path connected.

The argument is again adopted from the corresponding in [8] (M Ji) is

A-connected. M is a manifold »(MA) is Jt-path connected, p.q € M can

then be joined by a A -continuous path- This path can be approximated by

an /-path and (M,/) is thus /-path connected. Z

REMARK Hence (M,/) is connected.

We now proceed to the technical properties which make J more complicated

to work with than A .

CM./) is not regular.

To see this pick a point p € M and a basis neighbourhood N (p. e). Suppose

there is a F; p € F, F c N (p,c) and F an 7-dosed neighbourhood of p.

From the definition of N (p,e) q^p q€C(p) =» q ?N (p. c). Therefore

FflC(p) = {p) (3:3)

o ,

But F ^ 0 is y-open and contains p. It thus contains N (p.e1) for some

cf < f. Every point on Bu(p, c') (\ C(p) is an /-point of closure of N (p, e1)

and hence of F. Thus q € Bu<p,e')/)C(p) * q € F which contradicts 3:3.
We have proved that $ / -dosed neighbourhood of p contained in N (p. e).

Since (M./) is Ti it follows that / i s not regular (ef. [12] theorem 2:4). I

(M.f) is not normal,

/ is T2 and therefore Ti. If it is normal it is then T.-normal. But

Tj-normal =» T|-regular. From the result above / i s not T^-regular and

hence not (Tj-) normal. I

REMARK From the last result follows that / is not metrizable
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(M./) ig not locally compact.

Let O be an ./-open neighbourhood of p € M. We want to show that O is

not ,7-compact. (The closure operation is J-closure in general of course

not equal to ̂ -closure.) We now use the fact that any other open set in O

must also have compact closure if this is true for O. There exists a

neighbourhood Nu(p,e) c O. Now Nu(p, e) = B̂ fpTT) (^-closure). Choose

an infinite j -open covering {O.} of Bu(p. e) as follows:

V q € C(p)HBu(p,e) let Oj = Nu(q, «•) with e'< e. For q ft C(p)H Bu(P. e1)

we then have

Oj f> C(p) = q . (3:4)

Choose the remaining O.'s so that O. f)C(p) - (2s From 3:4 it is clear

that no finite subcovering of B (p. e) can be chosen from {O.}. Thus

B (p, e) is not ./-compact

J is not locally compact.

B (p, e) is not ./-compact. It follows that O is not ./"-compact and that

Since paracompact spaces are normal it finally follows from our earlier

results that

(M.̂ > is not paracompact.

We summarize the technical properties of (M./) in

PROP. 3:1

(M.f) is a Hausdorff space

(M.f) is first countable

(M.f) is separable

(M,/) is locally connected

QA,f) is /-path connected

(M,/) is nojt regular

(M,/) is not normal

(M,/) is not locally compact

(M,/) is not par.icompact.
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PROP. 3:2 The topology induced from ./on a null-curve is discrete.

PROOF of prop. 3:2

Let y • F—• M F C R b c a null-path and consider y F. Let p £ y F. Then

there is an e ; N (p, e)/)F =- {p} v The topology induced from / is

discrete.

§4 THE GROUP Hom(M,/>

In this paragraph we shall study the group Hom(M.^) of all y~homeomor-

phisms h: M—»M of a space-time M onto itself. The main result is that,

just as for *P (where 3* is the path-topology of Hawking, King and McCarthy

[8]) , the homeomorphism group is the conformal group G. We shall begin

by proving that an J -homeomorphism takes timelike curves into timelike

curves. The rest of the proof will proceed very much like the corresponding

\r -homeomorphism proof in [8] . It will even be possible to use a large

part of that proof unaltered. An important part of the proof is a theorem

by Hawking relating causal to differential structure.

Let us first state the theorem:

THEOREM 4:1 For a strongly causal space-time M

Hom(M,/) = G

where G is the conformal group.

This theorem will be proven using results from [8] and the following

proposition:

PKOP. -\:2 An J -honieomorphiBm t.ikw timHiki* curves to

limrlikr curves.

Wr prove prop. 4:2 lining a number of lomnnt».
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LEMMA 4:3 Let 11 be an open convex normal neighbourhood of a

point p € M. and let h: M—• M be an /-homeomorphism. Then there

is a ball B (p, e)<= U. such that the light-cone of p with respect to B is

transformed by h onto the light-cone of hp with respect to hBu c U' . "U'

open convex normal neighbourhood of hp

PROOF of lemma 4:3

Consider p t C(p.U) Since [ lKC(p.U.) 1 U fp) is / - o p e n .

lUNC(p.U) M-open =» U.NC(p.U) / - o p e n [UNC(p.lO ] i-' rP^

[UNC(p.U)] U Nu(p.6) (3 6) / - o p e n ] , it follows that

[hU^hCtp.li)] U fhp} is / - open lh /-homeomorphisml.

Therefore there is a basis-element N , (hp, e) c [hll\hC(p,U.)] I [hp>

[Bu , (hp,e)vC(hp.lL')] U {hp} c [hU\hC(p,U)] !J {hp}

(4:1)

Since h is a homeomorphism the preceding argument with B , (hp. e) and

h exchanged for I t and h give that there exists a N (p.e') contained in

h N , (hp, e) such that

hBu(p,e')-^hC(p.U.)c Bu, (hp.e)^C(hp.U) (4:2)

Choose q € C(p,Bu(p,e') ; q i p. This implies hq é hC(p,Ui

We want to show that hq € C(hp,hB (p, e')). Suppose this to be false,

(i) hq £ B , (hp, e)\C(hp,{jt') is impossible because of 4:1.

(ii) hq € hUvhB (p, e') is impossible since q is a limit point of

sequenses in B (p.e1) and this is a topological property.

Because of (i) and (ii) hq 6 C(hp,hB (p.e')) and we have that

hC(p. Bu(p.e')) c C(hp.hBu(p, e')).

Now choose q leC(hp,hBu(p,e1)). This implies q' € hBu(p,e') *»

h~ q'f 1\,(p.e'). Suppose h~ q'> B (p. e')^« C(p.U) « q'C hU (p .eT
ii (I u

« q't »u,(hp, e)"xr(lip,af) from 1:2. This in impossible' and hence
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~Vh ~ V t C(p, B (p, *')) or equivalents C(hp.hBu(p. e»)) c hC(p. Bu(p, e1)).

Therefore hC(p.Bu(p.e')) = Cflip.hB^p.e1))

LEMMA 4:4 For B (p. e) and h as in lemma 4:3 the following

holds;

hS(p.Bu) = S(hp.hBu)

hI+(p,Bu) = r(hp.hBu) hf(p.Bu) = I+(hp.hBu>

That is; The spacelike part of B with respect to p is transformed into

the spacelike part of hB with respect to hp. The chronological future of

B with respect to p is transformed into either the chronological future

or the chronological past of hB with respect to hp. The last sentence is

then also true with "future" and "past" interchanged.

PROOF of lemma 4:4

B 5 B (p.e) is connected. Being part of an open convex normal neighbour-

hood B« = B^Cfp.U,) consists of three components;

BQ - Bi U B2 U B 3 where Bj s BO I+(p.U.) , B2 = BO f (p,U)

B 3 s Br>S(p,U).

These components are, h being an homeomorphism. mapped into three

components of hBQ ;

hBQ =hB 1 UhB 2 UhB 3 -

WehavehBQ = hB>shC(p,ll) = hBxC(hp,W) according to lemma 4:3.

hB\C(hp,\X') consists of three components

hBv.C(hp,U») - (hB)d U (hB)2 U (hB)g where (hB)d £ hB^ I+(hp.U')

(hB)2 - hBni"(hp,U') and (hB)» = hBflS(hp.ll') Obviously we must

have hB. - (hB). for some pairs i.j € {1 .2 ,3 } . It remains only to decide

on (he possible combinations.

Suppose y v. C(p,U)O (Bx{p] ) y is then a closure point of B. and B, or

of \\., and H .̂ Tbr property of being a closure point is topological nnd

hy t C(lip,U')n(hBx{hp}) is thus a closure point of hB, and hB- or of
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hB2 and hB_. But the points on C(hp,U') n(hB\{hp} ) are closure points

of (hB)1 and (hB)» or of (hB)2 and (hB)g. Therefore; if hBj - (hB)1 then

hBg = (hB)3 and hB2 (hB)2- If hB1 ?• <hB)2 then hBg = (hB)g and

hB2 - (hB). . But if hB. - (hB)_ then there exists a closure point z of

(hB)_ such that hz is a closure point of both B. and B2 which is impossi-

ble. Thus the lemma follows. Z

LEMMA 4:5 An j -homeomorphism h takes a curve y. timelike at

t into a curve y ' , timelike at t .

PROOF of lemma 4:5

The definition of timelike at t can be rewritten as follows:
o

The path y : F—-»M is timelike at t_ € F if y is continuous and 3 an open

connected neighbourhood U ^ F o f t and an J -basis neighbourhood X (p. e)

of p r y(t ) such that;

t e IT t<to^ >(t) £ Nu(p,e)/j l"(p.a>

t € U t > to * y (t) e Nu(p. €)0 l+(p.U>

iHere we have chosen y future directed. For past directed there is an

obvious dual definition. ]

Let t , U and N (p, e) be as in this definition and let h:M—»M be an

/-homeomorphism. Write N (p,e) = [B (p.c)>»C(p.U) 1 - (p}- We know

from lemma 4:3 that there is a basis element N , (hp.e1) such that

h"i Nu, (hp, e») c Nu(p. c) and Bu, (hp.«') f) hC(p.O) - Bu, (hp. e') (\ C(hp.U')

I Here Nu,(hp. e») [Bu,(hp, e»)vC(hp,U')] L1 fhp} J. Pick a third basis

element N (p,e") contained in h" N f(hp. c1), (this is possible since

h Nu,(hp, e') is open and contains p).

We now have hN (p,e")c N f(hp.e1) i
U " (4:3)

and hBu(p,e")nhC(p,U)cBu,(hp,e')flC(hp,U') »

Now Bu(p, i")/) y[U] ff 0 a? p € y[U] . Also, since y is continuous

(to6)y"1Bu(p,c"> is open and contained in U. (Because Bu(p.e") c B (p,e)
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and y~ B (p, €) - U). The fact that U is open and connected implies that

open connected neighbourhood U' c y B (p. e") of t . We thus have

y [ U ' ] c B (p.e") and according to the* definition of timelike at t

t € U': t < tQ "•» y (t) t Nu(p, e»)fl f(p.U)

t 6 IT: t > t o =» y(t) 6 Nu(p.e»)n I+(p.U)

From (4:3) it then follows that y » [ IT] = (hoy) [U' l c Nu,(hp, e') and

from lemma (4:4) that (if, say. M+(p,Bu(p,fi")) = I+(hp,hBu(p,e"))

which is included in I+(hp, Bu,(hp, e')) = Nu,(hp, e')fl I+(hp,U') ):

t € U' t < t o » y(t) € Nu(p,e»)n f(p,U) '

t € U' t >t =» y' (t) € N
o i

IfhI+(p.B (p.e11)) = I~(hp.hB (p. e")) we get y1 past directed instead.

It still remains to show thaty1 is continuous. To this end we state the

following

LEMMA 4:6 An if -continuous path is Jt-continuous. A timelike

path is J-continuous.

PROOF of lemma 4:6

The first assertion follows since J is finer than the manifold topologyJ\ •

Secondly, if E € J then Efly - 0 0 y O €\At. because . /and A induce the

same topology on timelike paths. Hence y" (E) -- y" (Kfly) = y~ (Ofly) -

-i M -1
- y (O). As y isA-continuous. y (O) is open.

REMARK This is an adaption of prop 4:1 in [ 8 ] . The proof is included

for completeness.

PROOF of lemma 4:5 (ctnd)

It is now immediately clear from the fact that h is J -continuous that

y' hoy is continuous (i.v »^-continuous).
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PROOF of prop 4:2

Lemma 4:K shows that if y is timelike at t hoy is also timelike at t(>.

What remains to be shown is that y1 - hoy cannot zigzag with respect

to time orientation-

Choose two points p. and p2 on the timelike curve y : F—• M. Then the

segment y between p. and p 2 of the curve y is compact. The neigh-

bourhoods N (q,e) from the definition of time-like at t . : q = y (t) form an

open covering of y . if t fe [ t j . tg ] where y(tj) " p r y(t2) p2 Let

us choose an open subcovering that is finite and denumher it to satifsfy:

ftNu i i
i

D ftNu ( q i - c i>^ N u\V2 i j

We find that this gives r i se to an open finite covering {hX (q. , e . ) \ of

the compact connected segment yi . s ^ ° ^ h o h s u c ^ t h a t

1

su

; . e : ) # £ I j - i l - 1 (4:4)

and hN (q., e.) is a neighbourhood of hq. . We may also, according to

lemma 4:3, arrange it so that;

h B u tei'Vfl hC<qi'Ui> = h B
u «!j.e f)n Cfliq-.U/)

i i
andhNu(q.,e.) c Nu, (hq.. e'.).

i i

iTake the original covering to be constituted by neighbourhoods of the type

in lemma 4:3. Compare also the proof of lemma 4:5-1

The proof will now be inductive and we begin by studying N (q,. e.) and
A

N (q9, €„) We know that y (t) I) N , | | N / 0 and may without loss of
U2 * U l U2

generallity put

W + (q r B u ) = W + ( p r B u ) c I+fhp rBu , ) -
1 1 1

Suppose that ti < t < t2 and y (t) € Nu (Pj , e^ (y Nu (q2, cg).

Such n t exists because of (4:4). y is futuredirected and timelike Thus;
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=» >'(t) * hl+>'(t) * hl+(PlBu )H hl"(q2.Bu ) c

c l+(hprBu, )nhf(q 2 ,B u )

We know that hMq^.B ) is included in either I (hq^.B , ) or
1 U2 * U2

I~(hqo,B , ), and we want to show that the plus sign is impossible.2 u2

Suppose therefore that hl (qo. B ) C | (hqo,B ,) . It follows that
^ U2 2 U2

y'(t) é I+(hp.,B ,)fl I+(hq,,B , ) . This implies that for all open neigh-
1 u i * U2

bourhoods O of yl (t);

t 1 < t ' < t * y!(t») €f(y'(t),O)

t<t» <t 2 =» y'(t')^l"(y'(t).O)

This contradicts y% being timelike at t (as long as y (t) ^ p{) and

M~(qo,B ) c: I~(hqorB . ) follows. Hence, by induction. h\~(a .Bt, )Z u2 Z u2 • -n un

- hf(p2 ,Bu ) c f(hp2,Bu, ) which implies that hI+(p2.Bu ) c
n n n

c I flip», B , )• y% is thus future directed at po. if future directed at p.2 un 2 1

The dual result is obtained in exactly the same way.

PROOF of theorem 4:1

We can now use some results from [8] . In [8] use is only made of the

fact that a P -homeomorphism takes timelike curves to timelike curves

when proving that Hom(M,?) <= G. We may thus immediately conclude,

with the same restrictions, that: If M is strongly causal then Hom(M,/) c G.

the conformal group. For completeness a summary of the different steps

involved follows-

First one proves that an ./-homeomorphism h takes cones I (p) U I~(p)

bfjcolivHy onto cone». The next step is to show that for all p t M

h!"(p) hf(hp)] or hl+(p) fffip) [hf(p) =• l+(
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The third step is to conclude that an ./-homeomorphism h must be an

vA -homeomorphism. *A being the Alexandrov topology. For strongly

causa) space-times »A -»Aland one may show that h is an Ji -homeomor-

phism that maps null geodesic curves to null geodesic curves. Finally

this implies, by a theorem of Hawking, that h is a C00 diffeomorphism.

It follows that h is a smooth conformal diffeomorphism. All this adds

uptoHom(M,/)c G.

It remains to show that Hom(M^) - G.

Let g t G be a C00 diffeomorphism. If O is a J-open set and p ; O there

is a N (p, e) c o. g »X-continuous and {B (p, e)} «.̂ £-open ensures that

gBu(p,e) is Jl-open and we have that {gBu(p,e)>vgC(p)} U {gp} c g o .

gp £ gB (p, e) and B ,(gp. e') form a local v/^-basis at gp implies that there

exists a Bu,(gp,e«) c gBu(p,e). Thus [Bu,(gp.e')\gC(p)i J {gp] c g o .

But gC(p) •- C(gp) because g is conformal. It follows that N' ,(gp.£l) c gO

and that gO is »/-open.
-1 s -V

Conversely g is J -open for an J -open set O

Vg an J"-homeomorphism and ve have G c Homfjyi./)

This concludes the proof of theorem 4:1 . I

REMARK From theorem 4:1 it follows that when M is Minkowski space

(which is strongly cr isal) Hom(M./) is the homothecy group (ef. [8]).

85 DISCUSSION

We have studied a topology on general rolativistic spacetimes which has

many desirenble properties if onr wishes to give the topology a physical

meaning- In ono respect, however, our proofs have a weakness. This is

thai i w would Ilkr to show the'orom 4:i wMliotil the rrstricti^t of M being

strongly causal. This could probably be done without too much difficulty
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With the usual definition of space-time as a differential manifold our

physically motivated topology does not seem very natural. as the manifold

topology is already there. One might therefore, perhaps pursue the idea

that there is another mathematical formulation in which the basis elements

appear as open sets in a natural way.

The fact that Hom(M.j ) = G suggests an alternative definition of space-

time M. We may require that M is locally homeomorphic to a Minkovski

space endowed with the separating topology.

Finally we would like to briefly discuss the topologies in 13"• and their

relations tot/ . In [13* Göbel has classified various topologies for

general retativity. The topology most resembling 7 in his classification

scheme is called ;v . It can be defined as the finest topology inducing

the topology as submanifolds on timelike C -curves and spacelike hyper-

surfaces. To see that our topology is in fact coarser than / and thus

does not fit into the classification scheme we need the notion of a

zeno sequence. (See "4 and ~J : ) . This is a sequence S of points in M

converging to a point p in the manifold topology but not in -' where

v is any other topology on M. S is thus a closed subset of (M. )

but not of (M.i !< ). (p<ti/is a limit point of S in (M,. ' ).

In [7 the following example of a / -Zeno-sequence is given: Take an

arbitrary C -curve in an OCN of p which is light-like at p and space-

like everywhere else. Take S' to be :i countable point set along this curve

converging to p with respect to. :/ .

Let S' be as defined above and consider O N (p, c ) S f . It is clear that

Nu(p, t ) is /- »-open. Since Sf is A -closed O is / - -open. It is

immediately clear that N (p. c1 ) i O for all ('. Hence >/ is coarser

than / . (We have / ' f).
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To relate to the kind of definitions of topologies given in 13 we mention

that J could be defined as the finest topology inducing the topology as sub-

manifolds on timelike and spacelike C -curves (locally). (Just as for the
'V 1

Göbel TT. -topology the requirement can be strengthened to C -curves).
This will be shown elsewhere.

In f 13 ' Göbel also suggests still another topology. This topology, however,

is liable to the same objections as the path topology; it induces the discrete

topology on space-like hyper-surfaces. There are also in his classification

scheme topologies which are very attractive if one wants the continuous

paths to be realisable as world lines of elementary particles. Choosing,/

we abandon this, perhaps debatable, requirement and gain a more

manageable topology with a countable neighbourhood basis.
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